Scaling up psychotherapy services such as for addiction counseling is a critical societal need. One challenge is ensuring quality of therapy, due to the heavy cost of manual observational assessment. This work proposes a speech technology-based system to automate the assessment of therapist empathy-a key therapy quality indexfrom audio recordings of the psychotherapy interactions. We designed a speech processing system that includes voice activity detection and diarization modules, and an automatic speech recognizer plus a speaker role matching module to extract the therapist's language cues. We employed Maximum Entropy models, Maximum Likelihood language models, and a Lattice Rescoring method to characterize high vs. low empathic language. We estimated therapy-session level empathy codes using utterance level evidence obtained from these models. Our experiments showed that the fully automated system achieved a correlation of 0.643 between expert annotated empathy codes and machine-derived estimations, and an accuracy of 81% in classifying high vs. low empathy, in comparison to a 0.721 correlation and 86% accuracy in the oracle setting using manual transcripts. The results show that the system provides useful information that can contribute to automatic quality insurance and therapist training.
INTRODUCTION
Addiction counseling is a type of psychotherapy, where the therapist aims to support changing the patient's addictive behavior through face-to-face conversational interaction. Mental health care toward drug and alcohol abuse is essential to society. A national survey in the United States by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration showed that there were 23.9 million illicit drug users in 2012. However, only 2.5 million persons received treatment at a specialty facility (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, 2013) . Further to the gap between the provided addiction counseling and what is needed, it is also challenging to evaluate millions of counseling cases regarding the quality of the therapy and the competence of the therapists.
Unlike pharmaceuticals whose quality can be assessed during design and manufacturing, psychotherapy is essentially an interaction where multimodal communicative behaviors are the means of treatment, hence the quality is at best unknown until after the interaction takes place. Traditional approaches of evaluating the quality of therapy and therapist performance rely on manual observational coding of the therapist-patient interaction, e.g., reviewing tape recordings and annotating them with performance scores. This kind of coding process often takes more than five times real time, including initial human coder training and reinforcement (Moyers et al., 2005) . The lack of human and time resources prohibits the evaluation of psychotherapy in large scale; moreover, it limits deeper understanding of how therapy works due to the small number of cases evaluated. Similar issues exist in many human centered application fields such as education and customer service.
In this work, we propose computational methods for evaluating therapists performance based on their behaviors. We focus on one type of addiction counseling called Motivational Interviewing (MI), which helps people to resolve ambivalence and emphasizes the intrinsic motivation of changing addictive behaviors (Miller & Rollnick, 2012) . MI has been proved effective in various clinical trials; and theories about its mechanisms have been developed (Miller & Rose, 2009) . Notably, Therapist empathy is considered essential to the quality of care, in a range of health care interactions including MI, where it holds a prominent function. Empathy mainly encompasses two aspects in the MI scenario: the therapist's internalization of a patient's thoughts and feelings, i.e., taking the perspective of the patient; and the therapist's response with the sensitivity and care appropriate to the suffering of the patient, i.e., feeling for the patient (Batson, 2009) . Empathy is an evolutionarily acquired basic human ability, and a core factor in human interactions. Physiological mechanisms on single-cell and neural-system levels lend support to the cognitive and social constructs of empathy (Preston & De Waal, 2002; Iacoboni, 2009; Eisenberg & Eggum, 2009 ). Higher ratings of therapist empathy are associated with treatment retention and positive clinical outcomes (Elliott et al., 2011; Miller & Rose, 2009; Moyers & Miller, 2013) . Therefore, we choose to computationally quantify empathy.
The study of the techniques that support the measurement, analysis, and modeling of human behavior signals is referred to as Behavioral Signal Processing (BSP) . The primary goal of BSP is to inform human assessment and decision making. Other examples of BSP applications include the use of acoustic, lexical, and head motion models to infer expert assessments of married couples' communicative behavioral characteristics in dyadic conversations (Black et al., 2013; Georgiou et al., 2011; , and the use of vocal prosody and facial expressions in understanding behavioral characteristics in Autism Spectrum Disorders Bone et al., 2014; Metallinou, Grossman & Narayanan, 2013; Guha et al., 2015) . Closely related to BSP, Social Signal Processing studies modeling, analysis and synthesis of human social behavior through multimodal signal processing (Vinciarelli et al., 2012) .
Computational models of empathy essentially explore the relation between low level behavior signals and high level human judgments, with the guidance of domain theories and data from real applications. Our previous work on empathy modeling has used lexical, vocal similarity, and prosodic cues. We have shown that lexical features derived from empathic vs. generic language models are correlated with expert annotated therapist empathy ratings (Xiao et al., 2012) . We modeled vocal entrainment between the therapist and patient through acoustic similarity measures, and demonstrated that there is a link between similarity measures and empathy ratings (Xiao et al., 2013) . We also quantified prosodic features of the therapist and patient, and classified high vs. low empathy ratings using features derived from the prosodic pattern distributions . In related work, Kumano et al. have employed multimodal behavior cues including facial expression, gaze, speech activity, head gestures, and response timing information, with Bayesian probabilistic models to predict the perceived empathy level in group conversations (Kumano et al., 2011; Kumano et al., 2013) . These works demonstrate the feasibility of computationally modeling empathy through multimodal cues.
However, empathy estimation in the aforementioned work requires manual annotations of behavioral cues not only for training the empathy model, but also for application on new observations. Manual annotation on new observation data prohibits large scale deployment of therapist assessment, as it costs a large amount of time and manual labor. A fully automatic empathy estimation system would be very useful in real applications, even though manual annotations are still required for training the system. The system should, for example, take the audio recording of the interaction as input, and return the therapist empathy rating as its output, and no manual intervention would be needed in the process. In this work, we propose a prototype system that satisfies this requirement. This paper focuses on the computational aspect; for more discussion in a psychological aspect, please refer to Xiao et al. (2015) .
We build the system by integrating state-of-the-art speech and language processing techniques. The top level diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1 . The Voice Activity Detection (VAD) module separates speech from non-speech (when they speak). The diarization module separates speakers in the interaction (who is speaking). The Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system decodes spoken words from the audio (what they say). And we employ role-specific language models (i.e., therapist vs. patient) to match the speakers with their roles (who is whom). The above four parts comprise an automatic transcription system, which takes audio recording of a session as input, and provides time-segmented spoken language as output. For therapist empathy modeling in this paper, we focus on the spoken language of the therapist only. We propose three methods for empathy level estimation based on language models representing high vs. low empathy, including using the Maximum Entropy model, the Maximum likelihood based model trained with human-generated transcripts, and a Maximum likelihood approach based on direct ASR lattice rescoring.
Given the access to a collection of relatively large size, well annotated databases of MI transcripts, we train various models for each processing step, and evaluate the performance of intermediate steps as well as the final empathy estimation accuracies by different models.
In the rest of the paper, 'Automatic speech recognition' describes the modules and methods in the automatic transcription system. Then 'Therapist Empathy Models using Language Cues' describes the lexical modeling of empathy. 'Data Corpora' introduces the real application data utilized in this work. 'System Implementation' describes the system implementation; and 'Experiment and Results' reports the experimental results. 'Discussion' discusses the findings of this work. Finally, 'Conclusion' concludes the paper.
AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION Voice activity detection
Voice Activity Detection (VAD) separates speech from non-speech, e.g., silence and background noises. It is the first module in the system, which takes the audio recording of a psychotherapy session as input.
We employ the VAD system developed by Van Segbroeck, Tsiartas & Narayanan (2013) . The system extracts four types of speech features: (i) spectral shape, (ii) spectro-temporal modulations, (iii) periodicity structure due to the presence of pitch harmonics, and (iv) the long-term spectral variability profile. In the next stage, these features are normalized in variance; and a three-layer neural network is trained on the concatenation of these feature streams.
The neural network outputs the voicing probability for each audio frame, which requires binarization to determine the segmentation points. We use an adaptive threshold on the voicing probability to constrain the maximum length of speech segments. This binarization threshold increases from 0.5, until that all segments are shorter than an upper bound of segment length (e.g., 60 s). Spoken segment longer than that is infrequent in the target dyadic interactions, and not memory efficient to process in speech recognition. We merge neighboring segments on condition that the gap between them is shorter than a lower bound (e.g., 0.1 s) and the combined segment does not exceed the upper bound of segment length (e.g., 60 s). After the merging we drop segments that are too short (e.g., less than 1 s).
Speaker diarization
Speaker diarization is a technique that provides segmentation of the audio with information about ''who spoke when.'' Separating the speakers facilitates speaker adaptation in ASR, and identification of speaker roles (patient, therapist in our application). We assume the number of speakers is known a priori in the application-two speakers in addiction counseling. Therefore, the diarization process mainly includes a segmentation step (dividing speech to speaker homogeneous segments) and a clustering step (assigning each segment to one of the speakers).
We employ two diarization methods as follows, and both of them take VAD results and Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficient (MFCC) features as inputs. The first method uses Generalized Likelihood Ratio (GLR) based speaker segmentation, and agglomerative speaker clustering as implemented in Wang, Lu & Yan (2008) . The second method adopts GLR speaker segmentation and Riemannian manifold method for speaker clustering, as implemented in Huang et al. (2014) . This method slices each GLR derived segment into short-time segments (e.g., 1 s), so as to increase the number of samples in the manifold space for more robust clustering (see Huang et al. (2014) for more detail).
After obtaining the diarization results we compute session-level heuristics for outlier detection: e.g., (i) percentage of speaking time by each speaker, (ii) longest duration of a single speaker's turn. These statistics can be checked against their expected values; and we define an outlier as a value that is more than three times of standard deviation away from the mean. For example, a 95%/5% split of speaking time in the two clusters may be a result of clustering speech vs. silence due to imperfect VAD. We use the heuristics and a rule based scheme to integrate the results from different diarization methods as described further in 'System Implementation.'
ASR
We decided to train an ASR using speech recordings from in-domain data corpora that were collected in real psychotherapy settings. These recordings may best match the acoustic conditions (possibly noisy and heterogeneous) in the target application. In this work, a large vocabulary, continuous speech recognizer (LVCSR) is implemented using the Kaldi library (Povey et al., 2011) .
Feature: The input audio format is 16 kHz single channel far-field recording. The acoustic features are standard MFCCs including and features. Dictionary: We combine the lexicon in Switchboard (Godfrey, Holliman & McDaniel, 1992) and WSJ (Paul & Baker, 1992 ) corpora, and manually add high frequency domainspecific words collected from the training corpus, e.g., mm as a filler word and vicodin as an in-domain word. We ignore low frequency out of vocabulary words in the training corpus including misspellings and made-up words, which in total take less than 0.03% of all word tokens.
Text training data: We tokenize the training transcripts as follows. Overlapped speech regions of the two speakers are marked and transcribed; we only keep the longer utterance. Repetitions and fillers are marked and retained in the way they are uttered. We normalize non-verbal vocalization marks into either ''[laughter] '' or ''[noise] .'' We also replace underscores by spaces, and remove punctuations and special characters.
Acoustic Model training: For the Acoustic Model (AM), we first train a GMM-HMM based AM, initially on short utterances with a monophone setting, and gradually expand it to a tri-phone structure using more training data. We then apply feature Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (fMLLR) and Speaker Adaptive Training (SAT) techniques to refine the model. Moreover, we train a Deep Neural Network (DNN) AM with tanh nonlinearity, based on the alignment information obtained from the previous model. Language Model training: For Language Model (LM) training, we employ SRILM to train N-gram models (Stolcke, 2002) . Initial LM is obtained from the text of the training corpus, using trigram model and Kneser-Ney smoothing. We further employ an additional in-domain text corpus of psychotherapy transcripts (see 'Data Corpora') to improve the LM. The trigram model of the additional corpus is trained in the same way and mixed with the main LM, where the mixing weight is optimized on heldout data.
Speaker role matching
The therapist and patient play distinct roles in psychotherapy interaction; knowing the speaker role hence is useful for modeling therapist empathy. The diarization module only identifies distinct speakers but not their roles in the conversation. One possible way to automatically match roles to the speakers with minimal assumptions about the data collection procedures is by styles of language use. For example, a therapist may use more questions than the patient. We expect a lower perplexity when the language content of the audio segment matches the LM of the speaker role, and vice versa. In the following, we describe the role-matching procedure in detail. 0. Input: training transcripts with speaker-role annotated, two sets of ASR decoded utterances U 1 and U 2 for diarized speakers S 1 and S 2 . 1. Train role-specific language models for (T)herapist and (P)atient separately, using corresponding training transcripts, e.g., trigram LMs with Kneser-Ney smoothing, using SRILM (Stolcke, 2002) . 2. Mix the final LM used in ASR to the role-specific LMs by a small weight (e.g., 0.1), for vocabulary consistency and robustness. 3. Compute ppl 1,T and ppl 1,P as the perplexities for U 1 over the two role-specific LMs.
Similarly get ppl 2,T and ppl 2,P for U 2 . 4. Three cases: (i) (1) holds-we match S 1 to therapist and S 2 to patient; (ii) (2) holds-we match S 1 to patient and S 2 to therapist; (iii) in all other conditions, we take both S 1 and S 2 as therapist.
5. Outliers: When the diarization module outputs highly biased results in speaking time for two speakers, the comparison of perplexities is not meaningful. If the total word count in U 1 is more than 10 times of that in U 2 , we match S 1 to therapist; and vice versa. 6. Output: U 1 and U 2 matched to speaker roles.
When there is not a clear role match, e.g., in step 4, case (iii) and step 5, we have to make assumptions about speaker roles. Since our target is the therapist, we tend to oversample therapist language to augment captured information, and trade-off with the noise brought from patient language.
THERAPIST EMPATHY MODELS USING LANGUAGE CUES
We employ manually transcribed therapist language in MI sessions with high vs. low empathy ratings to train separate language models representing high vs. low empathy, and test the models on clean or ASR decoded noisy text. One approach is based on Maximum Likelihood N-gram Language Models (LMs) of high vs. low empathy respectively, previously employed in Xiao et al. (2012) and in Georgiou et al. (2011) for a similar problem; we adopt this method for its simplicity and effectiveness. Additional modeling approaches may be complementary to increase the accuracy of empathy prediction; for this reason we adopt a widely applied method-Maximum Entropy model, which has shown good performance in a variety of natural language processing tasks. Moreover, in order to improve the test performance on ASR decoded text, it is possible to evaluate an ensemble of noisy text hypotheses through rescoring the decoding lattice with high vs. low empathy LMs. In this way empathy relevant words in the decoding hypotheses gain more weights so that they become stronger features. Without rescoring, it is likely that these words do not contribute to the modeling due to their absence in the best paths of lattices. In this work, we employ the above three approaches and their fusion in the system.
For each session, we first infer therapist empathy at the utterance level, then integrate the local evidence toward session level empathy estimation. We discuss more about the modeling strategies in 'Empathy modeling strategies.' The details of the proposed methods are described as follows.
Maximum Entropy model
Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) model is a type of exponential model that is widely used in natural language processing tasks, and achieves good performance in these tasks (Berger, Pietra & Pietra, 1996; Rosenfeld, 1996) . We train a two-class (high vs. low empathy) MaxEnt model on utterance level data using the MaxEnt toolkit in Zhang (2013) .
Let high and low empathy classes be denoted H and L respectively, and Y ∈ {H ,L} be the class label. Let u ∈ U be an utterance in the set of therapist utterances. We use n-grams (n = 1,2,3) as features for the feature function f (3), where we denote the weight and partition function as λ j n and Z (u), respectively. In the training phase, λ j n is determined through the L-BFGS algorithm (Liu & Nocedal, 1989) .
Based on the trained MaxEnt model, averaging utterance level evidence P n (H |u) gives the session level empathy score α n , as shown in (4), where U T is the set of K therapist utterances.
Maximum likelihood based model
Maximum Likelihood language models (LM) based on N-grams can provide the likelihood of an utterance conditioned on a specific style of language, e.g., P(u|H ) as the likelihood of utterance u in the empathic style. Following the Bayesian relationship, the posterior probability P(H |u) is formulated by the likelihoods as in (5), where we assume equal prior probabilities P(H ) = P(L).
We train the high empathy LM (LM H ) and low empathy LM (LM L ) using manually transcribed therapist language in high empathic and low empathic sessions, respectively. We employ trigram LMs with Kneser-Ney smoothing by SRILM in implementation (Stolcke, 2002) . Next, for robustness we mix a large in-domain LM (e.g., the final LM in ASR) to LM H and LM L with a small weight (e.g., 0.1). Let us denote the mixed LMs as LM H and LM L .
For the inference of P(H |u), we first compute the log-likelihoods l n (u|H ) and l n (u|L) by applying LM H and LM L , where n = 1,2,3 are the utilized n-gram orders. Then P n (H |u) is obtained as in (6).
We compute session level empathy score β n as the average of utterance level evidence as shown in (7), where U T is the same as in (4).
Maximum likelihood rescoring on ASR decoded lattices
Instead of evaluating a single utterance as the best path in ASR decoding, we can evaluate multiple paths at once by rescoring the ASR lattice. The score (in likelihood sense) rises for the path of an highly empathic utterance when evaluated on the empathy LM, while it drops on the low empathy LM. We hypothesize that rescoring the lattice would re-rank the paths so that empathy-related words may be picked up, which improves the robustness of empathy modeling when the decoding is noisy (more discussion in 'Robustness of empathy modeling methods'). An illustration of the lattice paths re-ranking effect is shown in Fig. 2 
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. Compute the session level empathy score γ as in (9), where U T is the set of K lattices of therapist utterances.
6. Output: Session level empathy score γ . Note that the Lattice Rescoring method is a natural extension of the Maximum Likelihood LM method in 'Maximum likelihood based model'. When the score s H (r) denotes log-likelihood and R = 1, (8) becomes equivalent to (6). In that case S H (L) represents a similar meaning to P(H |L). The lattice is a more compact way of representing the hypothesized utterances since there is no need to write out the paths explicitly. It also allows more efficient averaging of the evidence from the top hypotheses.
DATA CORPORA
This section introduces the three data corpora used in the study.
• ''TOPICS'' corpus-153 audio-recorded MI sessions randomly selected from 899 sessions in five psychotherapy studies (Roy-Byrne et al., 2014; Tollison et al., 2008;  Lee et al., 2013; , including intervention of college student drinking and marijuana use, as well as clinical mental health care for drug use. Audio data are available as single channel far-field recordings in 16 bit quantization, 16 kHz sample rate. Audio quality of the recordings varies significantly as they were collected in various real clinical settings. The selected sessions were manually transcribed with annotations of speaker, start-end time of each turn, overlapped speech, repetition, filler words, incomplete words, laughter, sigh, and other nonverbal vocalizations. Session length ranges from 20 min to 1 h.
Neighbors
• ''General Psychotherapy'' corpus-transcripts of 1,200 psychotherapy sessions in MI and a variety of other treatment types (Imel, Steyvers & Atkins, 2015) . Audio data are not available.
• ''CTT'' corpus-200 audio-recorded MI sessions selected from 826 sessions in a therapist training study (namely Context Tailored Training) (Baer et al., 2009) . The recording format and transcription scheme are the same as TOPICS corpus. Each session is about 20 min. All research procedures for this study were reviewed and approved by Institutional Review Boards at the University of Washington (IRB_36949) and University of Utah (IRB_00058732). During the original trials all participants provided written consent. The UW IRB approved all consent procedures.
The details about the corpus sizes are listed in Table 1 .
Empathy annotation in CTT corpus
Three coders reviewed the 826 audio recordings of the entire CTT corpus, and annotated therapist empathy using a specially designed coding system-the ''Motivational Interviewing Treatment Integrity'' (MITI) manual (Moyers et al., 2007) . The empathy code values are discrete from 1 to 7, with 7 being of high empathy and 1 being of low empathy. 182 sessions were coded twice by the same or different coders, while no session was coded three times. The first and second empathy codes of the sessions that were coded twice had a correlation of 0.87. Intra-Class Correlation (ICC) is 0.67±0.16 for inter-coder reliability, and 0.79 ± 0.13 for intra-coder reliability. These statistics prove coder reliability in the annotation. We use the mean value of empathy codes if the session is coded twice. In the original study, three psychology researchers acted as Standardized Patient (SPs), whose behaviors were regulated for therapist training and evaluation purposes. For example, SP sessions had pre-scripted situations. Sessions involving an SP or a Real Patient (RP) were about the same size in the entire corpus. The 200 sessions used in this study are selected from the two extremes of empathy codes, which may represent empathy more prominently. The class of low empathy sessions has a range of code values from 1 to 4, with mean value of 2.16 ± 0.55; while that for the high empathy class is 4.5-7, with mean of 5.90 ± 0.58. Table 2 shows the counts of high vs. low empathy and SP vs. RP sessions. Moreover, the selected sessions are diverse in the therapists involved. There are 133 unique therapists, and any therapist has no more than three sessions.
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we describe the system implementation in more detail. Table 3 summarizes the usage of data corpora in various modeling and application steps. VAD: We construct the VAD training and development sets by sampling from the TOPICS corpus. The total length of the two sets are 5.2 h and 2.6 h, respectively. We expect a wider coverage of heterogeneous audio conditions would increase the robustness of the VAD. We train the neural network as described in 'Voice activity detection,' and tune the parameters on the development set. We apply VAD on the CTT corpus.
Diarization: We run diarization on the CTT corpus as below.
1. Result D 1 : apply the agglomerative clustering methods in Wang, Lu & Yan (2008) . 2. Result D 2 : apply the Riemannian clustering method in Huang et al. (2014) . 3. Run ASR using D 2 derived segmentation, obtain new VAD information according to the alignment in the decoding, disregard the decoded words. 4. Result D 3 : based on the new VAD information, apply the method in Huang et al. (2014) again, with a scheme of slicing speech regions into 1-minute short segments. 5. Result D 4 : if D 3 is an outlier that is detected using the heuristics in 'Speaker diarization', and D 2 or D 1 is not an outlier, then take D 2 or D 1 in turn as D 4 ; otherwise take D 3 as D 4 . Such an integration scheme is informed by the performance on the training corpus.
ASR:
We train the AM and the initial LM using the TOPICS corpus. We employ the General Psychotherapy corpus as a large in-domain data set and mix it in the LM for robustness. Perplexity decreases on the heldout data after the mixing. The Deep Neural Network model is trained following the '' train_tanh.sh'' script in the Kaldi library. The ASR is used in finding more accurate VAD results as mentioned above. In addition, we apply the ASR to the CTT corpus under two conditions: (i) assuming accurate VAD and diarization conditions by utilizing the manually labeled timing and speaker information; (ii) using the automatically derived diarization results to segment the audio.
Role matching: We use the TOPICS corpus to train role-specific LMs for the therapist and patient. We also mix the final LM in ASR with the role-specific LMs for robustness.
Empathy modeling: We conduct empathy analysis on the CTT corpus. Due to data sparsity, we carry out a leave-one-therapist-out cross-validation on CTT corpus, i.e., we use data involving all-but-one therapist's sessions in the corpus to train high vs. low empathy models, and test on that held-out therapist. For the lattice LM rescoring method in 'Maximum likelihood rescoring on ASR decoded lattices,' we employ the top 100 paths (R = 100).
Empathy model fusion: The three methods in 'Therapist Empathy Models using Language Cues' and different choices of n-gram order n may provide complementary cues about empathy. This motivates us to setup a fusion module. Since we need to carry out cross-validation for empathy analysis, in order to learn the mapping between empathy scores and codes, we conduct an internal cross-validation on the training set in each round. For a single empathy score, we use linear regression and threshold search (minimizing classification error) for the mapping to the empathy code and the high or low class, respectively. For multiple empathy scores, we use support vector regression and linear support vector machine for the two mapping tasks, respectively.
EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

Experiment setting
We examine the effectiveness of the system by setting up the experiments in three conditions for comparison.
• ORA-T-Empathy modeling on manual transcriptions of therapist language (i.e., using ORAcle Text).
• ORA-D-ASR decoding of therapist language with manual labels of speech segmentation and speaker roles (i.e., using ORAcle Diarization and role labels), followed by empathy modeling on the decoded therapist language.
• AUTO-Fully automatic system that takes audio recording as input, carries out all the processing steps in 'Automatic Speech Recognition' and empathy modeling in 'Therapist Empathy Models using Language Cues'. We setup three evaluation metrics regarding the performance of empathy code estimation: Pearson's correlation ρ, Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) σ between expert annotated empathy codes and system estimations, and accuracy Acc of session-wise high vs. low empathy classification. ASR system performance Table 4 reports false alarm, miss, speaker error rate (for diarization only), and total error rate for the VAD and diarization modules. These results are the averages of session-wise values.
We can see that ASR derived VAD information dramatically improves the diarization results in D 4 compared to D 2 that is based on the initial VAD. Table 5 reports averaged ASR performance in terms of substitution, deletion, insertion, and total Word Error Rate (WER) for the case of ORA-D and AUTO. We can see that in the AUTO case there is a slight increase in WER, which might be a result of VAD and diarization errors, as well as the influence on speaker adaptation effectiveness. Using clean transcripts we were able to identify speaker roles for all sessions. For the AUTO case, due to diarization and ASR errors, we found a match of speaker roles in 154 sessions (78%), but failed in 46 sessions.
There are two notes about the speech processing results. First, due to the large variability of audio conditions in different sessions, the averaged results are affected by the very challenging cases. For example, session level ASR WER is in the range of 19.3% to 91.6%, with median WER of 39.9% and standard deviation of 16.0%. Second, the evaluation of VAD and diarization are based on speaking-turn level annotations, which ignore gaps, backchannels, and overlapped regions within turns. Therefore, inherent errors exist in the reference data, but we believe they should not affect the conclusions significantly due to the relatively low ratio of such events. Table 6 shows the results of empathy code estimation using the fusion of empathy scores α n , n = 1,2,3, which are derived by the MaxEnt model and n-gram features in 'Maximum Entropy model'. We compare the performance in ORA-T, ORA-D, and AUTO cases, for SP, RP and all sessions separately. Note that due to data sparsity, we conduct leave-onetherapist-out cross-validation on all sessions, and report the performance separately for SP and RP data. The correlation ρ is in the range of 0-1; the RMSE σ is in the space of empathy codes (1-7) ; and the classification accuracy Acc is in percentage. Similarly, Table 7 shows the results by the fusion of empathy scores β n , n = 1,2,3, derived by the n-gram LMs in 'Maximum likelihood based model'. From the results in Tables 6 and 7 we can see that the MaxEnt method and the Maximum Likelihood LM method are comparable in performance. The MaxEnt method suffers more from noisy data in the RP sessions than the Maximum Likelihood LM method as the performance decreases more in the AUTO case for RP, while it is more effective in cleaner condition like the ORA-D case. As a type of discriminative model, the MaxEnt model may overfit more than the Maximum Likelihood LM in the condition of sparse training data. Thus, the influence of noisy input is also heavier for the MaxEnt model. Table 8 shows the results using the empathy score γ that is derived by the lattice LM rescoring method in 'Maximum likelihood rescoring on ASR decoded lattices', for the case of ORA-D and AUTO that involves ASR decoding. Here we set the count of paths R for score averaging as 100. The Lattice Rescoring method performs comparably well in the ORA-D case. It performs well in the AUTO case for RP sessions, but suffers in SP sessions. For the latter, there might be a side effect that is influencing the performance-lattice path re-ranking may pick up words in patient language that are relevant to empathy, such that the noise (i.e., patient language mixed in) is also ''colored'' and no longer neutral to empathy modeling. Since the SP sessions have similar story setup (hence shared vocabulary) but not for the RP sessions, such effect may be less for RP sessions. Table 9 shows the results by the fusion of the empathy scores including α n ,β n , and γ , n = 1,2,3. The best overall results are achieved by such fusion except Acc in the AUTO case. The fully automatic system achieves higher than 80% accuracy in classifying high vs. low empathy, and correlation of 0.643 in estimation of empathy code. The performance for SP sessions is much higher than that for RP sessions. One reason might be that SP sessions are based on scripted situations (e.g., Child Protective Services takes kid away from mother who then comes to psychotherapy), while RP sessions are not scripted, and the topics tend to be diverse. It is interesting and surprising that in the ORA-D and AUTO cases, the system performs relatively well given a WER above 40%. One reason might be that the distribution of session level WER is skewed to the lower end-the median WER (39.9%) is lower than the mean WER (43.6%). More importantly, ASR errors are likely independent to the high vs. low representation of empathy, i.e., noises in the transcripts are probably not biased towards higher or lower empathy in general. Even though the domain information in the observation is attenuated, its polarity of high vs. low empathy remains unchanged. Nevertheless, this does not mean that ASR errors have no effect on the performance. We found that the dynamic range of the predicted empathy scores is smaller and more centered in the ORA-D and AUTO cases, showing a reduced discriminative power.
Empathy code estimation performance
There are some seemingly counter-intuitive results regarding Acc; e.g., in Table 9 ORA-D outperforms ORA-T in Acc for the RP sessions. Firstly, due to the small sample size of RP sessions, the difference of prediction accuracies in this case is not statistically significant (p > 0.05). This means the comparison is likely to be influenced by random effects. Moreover, as discussed above, though noisy text in the ORA-D case attenuates the representation of empathy, such effect is less critical for binary classification since it only concerns the polarity of high vs. low empathy rather than the actual degree. In Table 9 , ORA-D has slightly higher σ than ORA-T. This shows that ORA-D does not exceed ORA-T in the estimation of empathy code values, possibly lending support to the decrease of estimation accuracy by the noisy text in the ORA-D case.
DISCUSSION
Empathy modeling strategies
In this section we will discuss more about empathy and modeling strategies. Empathy is not an individual property but exhibited during interactions. More specifically, empathy is expressed and perceived in a cycle (Barrett-Lennard, 1981) : (i) patient expression of experience, (ii) therapist empathy resonation, (iii) therapist expression of empathy, and (iv) patient perception of empathy. The real empathy construct is in (ii), while we rely on (iii) to approximate the perception of empathy by human coders. This suggests one should model the therapist and patient jointly, as we have shown using the acoustic and prosodic cues for empathy modeling in Xiao et al. (2013) and . However, joint modeling in the lexical domain may be very difficult, since patient language is unconstrained and highly variable, which leads to data sparsity. Therapist language, as in (iii) above encodes empathy expression and hence provides the main source of information. Can et al. (2012) proposed an approach to automatically identify a particular type of therapist talk style named reflection, which is closely linked to empathy. It showed that N-gram features of therapist language contributed much more than those of patient language. Therefore in this initial work we focused on the modeling of therapist language, while in the future plan to investigate effective ways of incorporating patient language.
Human annotation of empathy in this work is a session level assessment, where coders evaluate the therapist's overall empathy level as a gestalt. In a long session of psychotherapy, the perceived therapist empathy may not be uniform across time, i.e., there may be influential events or even contradicting evidence. Human coders are able to integrate such evidence toward an overall assessment. In our work, since we do not have utterance level labels, in the training phase we treat all utterances in high vs. low empathy sessions as representing high vs. low empathy, respectively. We expect the model to overcome this since the N-grams manifesting high empathy may occur more often in high empathy sessions. In the testing phase, we found that scoring therapist language by utterances (and taking the average) exceeded directly scoring the complete set of therapist language. This demonstrates that the proposed methods are able to capture empathy on utterance level.
Inter-human-coder agreement
62 out of 200 sessions in the CTT corpus were coded by two human coders. We binarize their coding with a threshold of 4.5. If the two coders annotated empathy codes in the same class, we consider it as coder agreement. If they annotated the opposite, one (and only one) of them would have a disagreement to the class of the averaged code value. In Table 10 we list the counts of coder disagreement.
We see that the ratio of human agreement to the averaged code is around 90% on the CTT corpus. This suggests that human judgment of empathy is not always consistent, and the manual assessment of therapist may not be perfect. However, human agreement is still higher than that between the average code and automatic estimation (results in Table 9 ). In the future, we would like to investigate if computational methods can match human accuracy. Moreover, the computational assessment as an objective reference may be useful for studying the subjective process of human judgment of empathy.
Intuition about the discriminative power of lexical cues
We analyze the discriminative power of N-grams to provide some intuition on what the model captures regarding empathy. We train LM H and LM L similarly to 'Maximum likelihood based model' on the CTT corpus. Let us denote n-gram terms as w, the loglikelihood derived from LM H and LM L as l n (w|H ) and l n (w|L), respectively. Let cnt(w)
be the count of w in the CTT corpus. We define the discriminative power δ of w as in (10).
Tables 11 and 12 show the bigrams and trigrams with extreme δ values, i.e., phrases strongly indicating high/low empathy. We see that high empathic words often express reflective listening to the patient, while low empathic words are often questioning or instructing the patient. This is consistent with the concept of empathy as ''trying on the feeling'' or ''taking the perspective'' of others.
Robustness of empathy modeling methods
In this section we demonstrate the robustness of the Lattice Rescoring method in the ORA-D case (clean diarization), compared to MaxEnt and Maximum Likelihood LM methods. We examine how would each method perform when the WER increases. In order to simulate such conditions, we first generate the 1,000-best lists of paths from the decoding lattice L and the high/low empathy LM rescored lattices L H , L L . We sample the lists at every 5 paths starting from the 1-best path, i.e., in a sequence of 1, 6, 11, ..., 996, and treat them as the optimal paths from the decoding. If the sampling index exceeds the number of paths in the lattice, we take the last one in its N-best list. Based on every sampled path in L, we carry out empathy code estimation by the MaxEnt and Maximum Likelihood LM methods. Based on the score of every sampled path in L H , L L , we carry out the Lattice Rescoring method. We set R = 1 for comparison, i.e., taking the score of the first available path. Figure 3 illustrates the results. Figure 3A shows the corresponding WER by the sampled paths from lattice L. Figures 3B-3D show the performances by the three methods regarding ρ, σ , and Acc, respectively. For figure clarity we display the mean and standard deviation for every 10 sample points (e.g., the first point represents the statistics of sampling indices 1,6,...,46). Meanwhile, the asterisks show the performance when using the 1-best decoded paths.
In Fig. 3 , the WER increases by about 3%, while the performance in general drops accordingly. We observe that the Lattice Rescoring method outperforms the other two in degraded ASR conditions. Moreover, the Lattice Rescoring method tends to be more stable, while the other two methods suffer from large deviations in performance. This demonstrates the gain of robustness by re-ranking the paths according to their relevance to empathy, where the original lattice may have uncertain levels of empathy representation in the list of paths. In practice, if the empathy LM is rich enough, one can also decode the utterance directly using the high/low empathy LMs instead of rescoring the lattice.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a prototype of a fully automatic system to rate therapist empathy from language use in addiction counseling. We constructed speech processing modules that include VAD, diarization, and a large vocabulary continuous speech recognizer customized to the topic domain. We employed role-specific language models to identify therapist's language. We applied MaxEnt, Maximum Likelihood LM, and Lattice Rescoring methods to estimate therapist empathy codes in MI sessions, based on lexical cues of the therapist's language. In the end, we composed these elements and implemented the complete system.
For evaluation, we estimated empathy using manual transcripts, ASR decoding using manual segmentation, and fully automated ASR decoding. Experimental results showed that the fully automatic system achieved a correlation of 0.643 between human annotation and machine estimation of empathy codes, as well as an accuracy of 81% in classifying high vs. low empathy scores. Using manual transcripts we achieve a better performance of 0.721 and 86% in correlation and classification accuracy, respectively. The experimental results show the effectiveness of the system in therapist empathy estimation. We also observed that the performance of the three modeling methods are comparable in general, while the robustness varies for different methods and conditions.
In the future, we would like to improve the underlying techniques for speech processing and speech transcription, such as implementing more accurate VAD, diarization with overlapped speech detection, and a more robust ASR system. We would also like to acquire more and better training data such as by using close-talking microphones in collections. The use of close-talking microphones may fundamentally improve the accuracy of speaker diarization. As a result acoustic and prosodic cues may be integrated into the system, which relies on robust speaker identification. The system may be augmented by incorporating other behavioral modalities such as gestures and facial expressions from the visual channel. A joint modeling of these dynamic behavioral cues may provide a more accurate quantification of therapist's empathy characteristics.
APPENDIX. NOTE ON DATA SHARING
Restrictions would apply to release the data corpora we used in the experiments for two reasons. First, our work is a secondary study analyzing data of archived recordings of counseling sessions, which cannot be fully anonymized. Thus, the data cannot be released to the public. The only exception is the ''General psychotherapy corpus'' as a collection of psychotherapy transcripts. We obtained this data via library subscription from Alexander Street Press, Counseling and Psychotherapy Transcripts, Client Narratives, and Reference Works (http://alexanderstreet.com/products/counseling-and-psychotherapy-transcriptsseries). Second, all of the available original audio recordings were from third parties. The primary authors were not responsible for the collection of the original data, which was
